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Preface
    The works collected here are all written by faculty members of the Department of
Letters of Okayama University． All the works focus on some or other controversial
grammatical topics in Asian languages in their wider regional sense． With modern
Japanese at the center of the web， the languages covered and al凪lyzed加the長）110wing
works also include an impressive range of Asian languages in the above ，sense， such as
Azerbaijanian， Chinese， Classical Japanese， Korean， Persian， Qashqay， TagalQg，
Turkish， and so on． Non’Asian languages such as French and German are also
criticaily referred to． We hope the works reported here will shed novel Asian light on
the structure of language and contribute to clarify the true nature ．of the uniformity and
diversity of human langnages．
    Note that an the examples and paradiglns血the following works are based on the
eriteria of relative wellltformedness judgments， as is traditionally the case in the
contemporary studies of languages．
    Finally， we are gratefu1 to the Project Kenkyu Program of the Department of
Letters of Okayama University for financial help．
